To support our worldwide strategic growth and to strengthen our future global management capacity we are looking for highly motivated graduates with the ambition for an international career. Thus we offer a program for

**International Trainees (Engineering)**

**Your Program**
- You are involved in international project work and you are an integral part of local teams
- You have different assignments in four countries worldwide, four to five months each
- You are part of an international trainee group that takes over responsibility for specially designated projects and meets regularly for off-the-job trainings
- You build a wide personal network within our company
- You advance your professional, social and methodic competence by working in different teams and locations
- Your program starts on September 1st 2012 and lasts for 18 months
- You get an unlimited contract right from the start and you will find exciting opportunities to advance your further international career after completing the program

**Your Profile**
- You have an excellent academic track record in the field of industrial or mechanical engineering (focus on metal processing/ cold forming is a plus)
- You have at least 6 months of relevant work experience (e.g. internship), preferably in the automotive industry
- You have spent at least 6 months abroad (e.g. studies or internships)
- You are open minded and have a strong desire and the flexibility to work internationally
- You are able to think and act in complex structures
- You have a strong can-do spirit and a high sense of responsibility
- You are an inspiring team player with outstanding communication skills
- You speak English fluently, knowledge of further languages is welcome

Please apply latest by May 15th 2012. We look forward to your application.

KAMAX is an Equal Opportunity Employer

---

**We link aspiration and fascination**

If it is crucial to you that you can set important impulses using your own ideas and that your individual development is fostered, you do not need to look further. At KAMAX you work with experienced specialists, designing and manufacturing fastener solutions for the automotive industry complying with highest quality standards. As an independent family-owned enterprise as well as a modern global group we are successful at eleven locations, employing 3,100 employees and experiencing sustainable growth.

Become part of our highly engaged team:

KAMAX Holding
Human Resources
Johanna Denzel
Dr.-Rudolf-Kellermann-Str. 2
35315 Homberg (Ohm)
Germany

telephone +49 6633 79-840
traineeprogram@kamax.com

www.kamax.com